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Foreword
This volume contains selected papers from the Fifth International Work-
shop on Implicit Computational Complexity (ICC 2003), held in conjunction
with LICS in Ottawa on 26 and 27 June, 2003.
Implicit Computational Complexity concerns the theory and application
of logic-based, machine-independent approaches to computational complex-
ity. The fifth workshop saw a conscious attempt at expanding the scope of
the workshop by attracting contributions in the variety of areas in which com-
putational complexity interacts with logic, including descriptive complexity,
propositional proof complexity, bounded arithmetic, set-existence principles,
intrinsic theories, linear logics, and algebras of functions.
The programme of the workshop consisted of invited and contributed talks
selected by a programme committee on which I was assisted by: Michael
Benedikt (Bell Labs), Ralph Benzinger (McKinsey & Company, Berlin), Sam
Buss (UC, San Diego), Martin Grohe (Edinburgh), Jan Johannsen (Munich),
Neil Jones (Copenhagen), Bruce Kapron (Victoria), Karl-Heinz Niggl (TU,
Ilmenau) and Luke Ong (Oxford). This volume includes a contribution by
one of the invited speakers (Annie Liu) and three contributed papers.
I would like to thank Jim Royer, Daniel Leivant and other members of the
ICC steering committee for their help in organising the workshop. Michael
Mislove helped with the preparation of the proceedings, taking charge of the
final online version. The workshop was supported by a generous grant by
Le Centre de Recherches Mathe´matiques de l’Universite´ de Montre´al, by the
Association of Symbolic Logic and by LICS.
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